Abstract. B. Singh and R. K. Sharma [Demonstratio Math. Vol. 36, No.l (2003), [215][216][217][218][219][220] have proved two common fixed point theorems for two self-maps satisfying an expansive condition in D-metric spaces. This note offers generalization for these theorems for three self-maps using weak-compatibility and reduces the domain of ζ to an orbit only. The last theorem proves that the continuity of none of two or three maps is required in the setting of D-metric space.
Introduction
Generalizing the notion of metric space, Dhage [2] introduced D-metric space and proved the existence of unique fixed point of a self-map satisfying a contractive condition. A number of authors [2] , [3] , [4] , [7] proved the existence of unique common fixed point using contractive condition in Dmetric space. In [4] Dhage proved the existence of unique common fixed point of a pair of self-map through weak compatibility. Recently, Singh and Sharma [8] have proved the existence of a unique common fixed point of two expansive self-maps which extends the results of [6] , [9] and [10] to D-metric spaces. While studying the paper [8] it was felt strongly that the domain of ζ should be restricted to some orbit for otherwise the whole space X becomes a single point (remark 3.3 ). In that case the only obtainable self-map is the identity map, which trivially has the fixed point, and the notion of common fixed point does not stand separately. Also the domains of completeness and boundedness of [8] have also been felt to be restricted.
In this paper we derive, through weak-compatibility, the existence of a unique common fixed point of three self-maps of a D-metric space satisfying an expansive condition. In [5] Kang has proved a common fixed point theorem for two self-maps of a complete metric space under an expansive 704 Β. Singh, S. Jain condition using continuity of both the maps. In [8] the corresponding result has been proved in the setting of D-metric space assuming the continuity of both the maps. However, the last theorem of this note extends the result to three maps in the setting of D-metric space showing that continuity of any of the maps (two or three) is not required there. To prove main result we require the following proposition and lemmas. 
Preliminaries
= y = z. (D-2) D(x, y, ζ) = D(y, χ, ζ) = D(z, y,x) = ··· (D-3) D(x,y,z) < D(x,y,a) + D(x,a,z) + D(a,y,z),Vx,y,z,a G X.
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The following theorem generalizes it to three self maps and reduces its domain of z. In what follows, the D-metric of a D-metric space will be assumed to be continuous in two variables.
Main results THEOREM 3.1. Let R, S and Τ be three self maps of D-metric space (X, D)
satisfying :
( Proof. Let XQ G X be a point in X. From condition (i) we can construct sequences {xn} and {yn} in X such that Rx^n = Tx2n+i -J/2n+i and
Putting χ = X2n,y = X2n+i,z = xp,p> 2n in (iv) we get,
D{y2n-i,y2n,y P +i) > hD(y 2 n,y2n+i,y P +i) where h > 1.
Therefore, for all η even or odd
This implies
Take f(t) = kt(k < 1), Vi. By Lemma 2.7 and Proposition 2.6, {y n } is a D-Cauchy sequence in 0(RT~L, RS~L, Rxq), which is complete. Therefore, {î/n} -> U Ε X. Also its subsequences {RX2 n }, {Rx2n+\}, {SX2N}, and {Tx2n+i} converges to u. Hence (1) {RX2n} -* U and {.Rx2n+l} -• u, (2) {5x2n} U and {Τχ 2η +ι} -»· tx.
Step 1: Putting χ = χ2m y = x 2n+\ and ζ = ζ in condition (iv) we get,
Letting η -> oo using equations (1) and (2) we get,
Step 2: Now, Äx n = it,Vn and Rx n = y n , Vn implies the sequence {y n } is constant i.e. y n = u, Vn. Now, 2/1 = 2/2 = ·" gives iïxi = Τχχ = u. As (R,T) is weak-compatible so we have i?tz = Tu. Also 2/2 = 2/3 = ·" gives ÄX2 = 5x2 = tt. As (iî, S) is weak-compatible, so we have Ru = Su.
Therefore, (4)
Ru -Tu = Su.
Step 3 Putting χ = tii, y = u\, ζ = Xo in (iv) and using (3) and (5)we get,
D(u\,u\,u) > <f>{D(ui,ui,u),D(ui,ui,u),D(ui,ui,u)},
which gives D(u\,u\,u) = 0. Implies u\ = u i. e. u is the unique common fixed point of R, S and T. m REMARK 3.3. The above corollary generalizes and improves Theorem 2.1 of [8] . If in step 1 of Theorem 3.1 we take R = I and (iv) is true for all ζ € X, it will give ζ = u,Vz E X. Thus Theorem 2.1 of [8] implies X = {u}, a singleton. Hence it is necessary to restrict the domain of ζ properly. Apart from restricting the domain of z, which was necessary, the domains of completeness, boundedness have also been restricted to the same orbit.
COROLLARY 3.4. Let S be a surjective self map of a D-metric space (X, D) such that for some xq E X, some orbit 0(S~l,xo) is bounded and complete. Also that for some φ E $,Vx,y E X andMz E 0(S~1,x o),

D{Sx, Sy, ζ) > φ{ϋ(χ, Sx, z),D(y, Sy, ζ), D(x, y, z)}.
Then S has the unique fixed point.
Proof. Our result follows from Corollary 3.2 by taking Τ = S and the orbit becomes 0(S~1,xo). for all χ, y, ζ € X, where Then S and Τ have a unique common fixed point in X.
COROLLARY 3.5. .· Let R, S and Τ be self maps of D-metric space (X, D) satisfying (i), (ii), {in) and for all x,y E X, for all ζ E 0(T~1R, S _1 R, xo), (vi) D(Sx
The following theorem generalizes it to three self-maps without requiring the continuity of any of them and restricting ζ to some orbit only, which is necessary. Using equation (6) , which is complete. Therefore, {y n } converges to u 6 X and equations (l)and (2) holds true.
Step 1: Putting χ = x 2n , y = x 2n +i and ζ = ζ in condition (vii) we get,
which gives D(u,u,Rz) = O.Therefore, u = Rz,Vz Ε 0(T~lR, S^R, x 0 ) which implies Rx n -u, Vn.
Step 2: As Rx n = y n , the sequence {y n }is a constant sequence i.e. y n = u, Vn. Hence, (7) Rx o = u.
Now yi = V2 -u gives Rx\ -Tx\ = u. As (R, Τ) is weak-compatible so we have Ru -Tu. Now V2 -1/3 = u gives Rx2 = Sx2 = u. As (R, S) is weak-compatible so we have Ru = Su. Therefore, (8) Ru -Tu = Su.
Step Step 4: (Uniqueness) Let u\ be another common fixed point of R, S and Τ then Putting χ = u\,y = u\,z = XQ in (vii) and using equations (7) and (9) we get,
implies u\ = u i. e. u is the unique common fixed point of R, S and T.
• Hence for metric space continuity of both the self-map S and Τ is necessary. On the same lines Singh and Sharma [8] Theorem 2.5 have proved the corresponding result in the setting of a Z)-metric space assuming continuity of both the maps S and T. However, as seen in above corollary continuity of none of the two or three maps is necessary for existence of unique common fixed point in the setting of a D-metric space. Proof. Result follows from Corollary 3.9 by taking ·φ{ί) -fc _1 í,Ví.
REMARK 3.12. Above corollary generalizes and improves Corollary 2.4 of [8] in same respects.
